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Human-Centered Systems Engineering

D

esign controls, a relatively new name for a nearly century-old
systems engineering paradigm, describe an engineering management process that serves both producers and consumers.
In my engineering practice, I have observed the use, misuse,
and abuse of design controls. Misuse and abuse are not economically
advantageous to the producer and create risks for the consumer.
Understanding what are design controls, how and when they
are used, and why they add value may encourage proper use
and mitigate risks for both producers and consumers.
The Use, Misuse, and Abuse of Design Controls

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issued a final rule called the quality system regulation in the Fall of 1996. Although the primary
emphasis was a recast of good manufacturing
practices regulations for medical devices, it
contained a unique section called design
controls. In my engineering practice since
1996, I have observed three fundamental approaches to design control compliance:
1) continuous improvement understanding
and following the process, 2) reinterpretation of the terminology to conform to
existing internal product development
practices, and 3) a posteriori creation of
the requisite design documentation. The
latter two, misuse and abuse of design
controls, are not economically advantageous; they do little to improve the
attributes of effectiveness of the product
(Table 1) and ultimately result in a
reduced internal rate of return (IRR) for
both the producer and the consumer. My
personal observation is that those who
misuse or abuse design controls during
development of their medical products
seem to have a much higher incidence of
expensive product recalls and plaintiff litigation. Understanding exactly what are
design controls, how and when they are
used, and why they add value may mitigate
risks for both producers and consumers.
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Design inputs are the subset of the stakeholders
NWDs that the designing organization believes is
technologically and economically feasible.

What Are Design Controls

Table 1. Nine design attributes of effectiveness.

Range

The origins of engineering design controls (though not the name) trace back to
Functional safety
Device helps (intended use)
classical systems engineering [1]. They
Physical safety
Device does not physically hurt (basic safety)
are identified by both FDA’s CFR Part
Functional security Device prevents data loss or corruption (integrity)
820.30 [2] and by international consenPhysical security
Device cannot be damaged or stolen (denial of service)
sus standard ISO 13485 x7.3 [3]. The
Usability
Device reduces probability of errors in intended use by
correct application of engineering design
intended users
controls reduces the risks for both proReliability
Device operates as intended in intended use environment
ducers and consumers, decreases time to
for intended lifetime
market for viable products, and satisfices
Maintainability
Device repaired in reasonable time at reasonable cost
identified stakeholders’ needs, wants,
Availability
Device accessible when and where it is actually needed
and (often) desires (NWDs). (Needs are
Affordability
Device manufacturer and end user each obtain acceptawhat each stakeholder believes they
ble IRR (real cost)
must have. Wants are what each stakeholder believes they would like to have.
IRR: internal rate of return.
Desires, also called latent needs, are not
known in advance by the stakeholders,
but they know it when they see it.) Satisfice, a term coined by
and their NWDs. After reconciliation, a subset of these NWDs
Simon [4], means to obtain a good result that is good enough,
deemed technologically and economically feasible is chosen for
though not necessarily the best, for each stakeholder. The
formulation as design inputs. These design inputs are the probrationale is that different stakeholder groups have evolving and
lems presented to the technical staff; their solution (their work
conflicting NWDs; these stakeholder dissonances must be recproducts) are the design outputs. In the transformation from reconciled. Design controls are processes that ensure a bottom-up
onciled stakeholders’ NWDs to design outputs, a number of addiproduct development approach (satisficing stakeholder NWDs)
tional engineering activities take place, including development
and not a top-down approach (finding a new intended use for a
planning, risk management, five types of verifications, and
given technology).
Design controls may be applied to the development of products, processes, or services. For a medical device, Figure 1
S/P Economics
shows the state space—a three-dimensional microergonomic
Design
systems engineering state space—that incorporates all possible
Time
engineering tasks throughout a tool’s full life cycle from conErgonomics
Microergonomic
Salvage
Design
SE Space
cept to disposal [1]. The domain of all these activities (see
Disposal
Table 2) consists of requirements engineering (what to build),
Software
Deployment
compliance engineering (what not to build), and reliability engiDesign
Operation
neering (reducing risks for both producer and consumer). [ComHardware
RDDT&E
pliance engineering may be viewed as what not to do: do not
Design
have accessible sharp points near wiring harnesses, do not have
Concept
Domain
exposed high-voltage conductors or connection points, do not
Requirements
Compliance
Reliability
have product emit nonessential electromagnetic levels beyond a
Engineering
Engineering Engineering
certain wattage, etc.] The range of these design engineering
activities is hardware design, software design, human factors
Fig. 1. The systems engineering state space for developing
design, and seller/purchaser (S/P) economics design (the latter
two being industrial engineering activities); each of these is
and deploying tools; all possible engineering activities reside
characterized by multiple subdisciplines. Figure 2 shows the
on this three-dimensional framework (manufacturing and
principal elements of the iterative design control process condistribution are included in deployment and service is
included in operation). S/P: seller/purchaser; RDDT&E:
trasted with the four elements of the scientific method.
research, design, development, testing, and evaluation; SE:
In Figure 2, the initial task following conceptualization, and in
systems engineering.
each subsequent iteration, is identification of all the stakeholders
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Table 2. Activities in the systems engineering state space domains.
Requirements Engineering

Compliance Engineering

Reliability Engineering

Stakeholder identification, NWD assessment
and reconciliation
Risk management
Design input formulation and five verifications
Version validation
Version postmarket surveillance
CAPA-driven design input changes

Identification of laws, regulations,
and standards
Applicability assessment
Design impact assessment
Test design
Operational considerations
Salvage and/or disposal
considerations

Defining minimum necessary reliability
Fault prevention
Fault removal
Fault tolerance
Fault/failure forecasting
Test design

NWD: needs, wants, and desires of stakeholders; CAPA, corrective and preventive action.

design reviews. They are not depicted here in the actual sequence
that they occur; please refer to Figure 3 for the detailed flowchart.
With each iteration, engineering validation experimentally demonstrates that design inputs were or were not correctly translated
to the current implementation. On the last iteration, the final
design outputs are transferred to manufacturing for mass production. Postmarket surveillance helps identify missing misunderstood NWDs that allow future corrective and preventive actions.
The FDA-mandated design controls regulation (21 CFR
820.30:1996) changed two key terms (requirements and specifications) that were historically terms of art in classical systems engineering; these are now called design inputs and
design outputs, respectively. Design inputs are the subset of
the stakeholders NWDs that the designing organization
believes is technologically and economically feasible; they
are testable natural language (e.g., English) statements understandable by all stakeholders. Design outputs are how engineers solve the problem posed by the design inputs; often,
there may be multiple solutions, depending upon what

Stakeholder
NWDs

Planning and Reviews
erification,
Verification,
idation, and
Validation,
sign Transfer
Design

po

the
sis

Validation

Postmarket
Surveillance

Hy

Concept

optimization criteria are applied. Design outputs (the design
engineers’ work product) tell manufacturers what to build
and how to build it. These modern terms resolve a longstanding nomenclature problem that occurs when English-speaking engineers and managers interchange systems engineering
terms with lay terms, creating phrases that are technically
ambiguous or nonsensical (e.g., requirements specification
and specification requirements). With the modern terms, it is
now possible to speak unambiguously of a design inputs
specification (a documented compendium of design inputs,
also called a design requirements document) and design output requirements (the required elements of a properly formulated design outputs document). Often, it is confusing trying
to identify whether something is a requirement or a specification. A useful rule of thumb is if it has a value, unit, and tolerance, it’s a spec; if it doesn’t, it’s probably a requirement.
Design controls are nothing more than the fundamental
elements of classical systems engineering. The classical systems
engineering process is a very powerful risk-reduction mechanism that serves both consumers and producers, but whose
value is diluted or negated if
not followed rigorously. Three
key process attributes for correctly applying design controls are: 1) multiple iteration,
2) comprehensive contempoAn
aly
Ri
Risks,
raneous documentation, and
sis
Haz
Hazards,
3) flexible decision making.
and Harm
The human focus, iteratively
reassessing stakeholders and
reconciling their often conflicting and evolving NWDs,
moves the innovation process
toward human-centered systems engineering [5].

Synthesis

Design Inputs
(Require
(Requirements)

Design Outputs
(Specifications)
Fig. 2. The major elements of design controls are mapped on the four elements of the scientific method.
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Multiple Iteration
Developing new/improved
products is always a learning
process; iteration allows the
engineering team to engage in
structured learning, while
time-constrained iterations may
make the process agile. It has
always been unrealistic to
believe that first you establish
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the requirements, then you develop the specifications, test the
implementation, and field the product. The waterfall model [6],
[7], except for the most trivial innovations, is never strictly implemented in the real world. Iteration always occurs, even though it
may be disguised or denied. The human learning process is incremental and builds upon experience and repetition, primarily
gained from testing—some of which is formal, but much of
which is informal, accidental, and experiential. Figure 3 illustrates the iterative process in the form of a flowchart. Each iteration during product development yields an internal release, until
the final version yields the external release. The multiple feedback loops formed by verification testing (of design inputs formulation, design outputs development, and design outputs
implementation) provide the opportunity to correct internal misunderstandings and technical errors. Two additional types of

Prior Version

From
Iteration n – 1

verification are not illustrated here: verification that risk mitigation was properly applied and verification that properly applied
mitigation actually reduced risk [8, paragraph 6.3]. The validation
loop (from implementation back to design inputs) permits identification and correction of a mismatch between what was agreed
would be built and what was actually built; this is invariably a
clinical (clinical refers to dealing with humans, patients in the
case of medicine and psychology, and users in the case of human
factors engineering) trial involving users in their expected use
environment [9]. A corrective and preventive action loop is the
path to the next iteration; it provides the opportunity to correct
major and minor flaws, most often related to internal or external
complaints about the identified stakeholders’ evolving NWDs.
Iteration alone, without rigorously following the process in Figure 3, is inadequate. Understanding what will satisfice all the

Stakeholder NWDs
Assessment

Update NWDs
Update HA
Document DR

No

NWDs
Review

Design Inputs
Verification

H
A

Implementation Validation

No

DI Review

DI Review
1. Design Inputs
2. Hazard Analysis
3. DI Verification

Design Outputs
Development
H
A

No

DO Review

Version
Verification

Update DOs
Update HA
Update Verification
Document DR

H
A

(No V&V Possible)

DO Review
1. Design Outputs
2. Hazard Analysis
3. DO Verification

Design Reviews (per SOP)

Update DIs
Update HA
Update Verification
Document DR

Design Outputs
Verification

Design Control Documents (in DHF)

Design Inputs
Formulation

NWDs Review
1. Identified Stakeholders
2. NWDs
3. Hazard Analysis

Implementation
Update Version
Update HA
Update Verification
and Validation
Document DR

H
A
Version
Review

NWDs: Needs, Wants, and Desires
DI: Design Input
DO: Design Output
DR: Design Review
HA: Hazard Analysis
V&V: Verification and Validation
DHF: Design History File
SOP: Standard Operating Procedure
(a)

No

Version Review
1. Version Implementation
2. Hazard Analysis
3. Version Verification
4. Version Validation

Internal Release
To
Iteration n + 1

Next Version

Archive
DHF

(b)

Fig. 3. The flowchart depicts some arbitrary iteration of the design control process and identifies (a) requisite documentation
activities and (b) design review targets. Three of the five verification activities are identified; the two risk management verification activities (ISO 14971 x6.3) are omitted for clarity.
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stakeholders improves with each iteration, if there are multiple
iterations and real opportunities for the development team to
learn [10].
Comprehensive Documentation
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) and their requisite documentation work products have become the bane of engineers’
existence. Intended to be a powerful management technique that
standardizes the process, character, and quality of work, it has
instead become an annoyance to engineers, a frustration for management, and a regulatory vulnerability. From the engineers’
perspective, SOPs are fine guidelines, but everyone knows the
work changes, and no one is keeping up with the SOPs. From
managements’ perspective, SOPs make excellent training materials in addition to establishing the manner in which the work (e.g.,
design controls) should be accomplished and the achievements
should be documented. From a regulatory perspective, as a practical matter, it is better to have no SOP than to have an SOP that
is being violated. Yet, it is important to realize that creating and
maintaining comprehensive documentation has enormous technical, financial, and intellectual property value.
Comprehensive is not synonymous with elaborate. There
exist many sophisticated electronic document management
systems, both commercially available and internally developed. However, a well-maintained, hand-written laboratory
notebook can be a perfect example of comprehensive contemporaneous documentation. A well-maintained laboratory
notebook often may be far more valuable than terabytes or
cabinet drawers of documentation. Not only does it comply
with regulatory requirements, it traces the logical history of
all the engineering activities across the product life cycle and
supports intellectual property claims. Structured reviews of
notebooks by the established company procedure further
increases their value [Figure 3(b)]. The reviewed notebooks
help to identify inventors, witnesses, and critical dates necessary for successful intellectual property claims.
The basis for engineering validation is the design inputs
and not the stakeholder NWDs. Since it is not possible to
independently verify or validate the list of stakeholders and
their NWDs, this is the soft underbelly of any systems engineering effort. System failures in the field are very often the
result of overlooking stakeholders and/or NWDs. This leads
to essential systems that hinder rather than help; it is a major
concern in high-confidence systems. Emphasis on repeatedly
identifying all the stakeholders and their dissonances in each
iteration (human-centered systems engineering) reduces the
probability of these failures.
Product development, like clinical practice and biomedical
research, is inherently a set of critical information-management tasks [11], [12]. Documentation [Figure 3(a)], while
critical to the process of information management, should
never distract from engineering problem-solving activities or
consume unnecessary resources. There is no regulation that
states how you must present your documentation. In my experience, the source of most documentation problems stems
from what students are taught regarding the structure, content,
and maintenance of laboratory notebooks. As I recall, keeping
a notebook seemed just another annoyance and distraction
from the joy of being creative; only much later in my career
did I appreciate the critical value of capturing information
and experience in my notebook, especially when I needed that
information after having forgotten it.
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Flexible Decision Making
Too much time spent on any particular step in a process during a
single iteration is usually counterproductive. The optimal design
invariably changes with each iteration. Trying to finalize any subsystem usually constrains future decision-making options, resulting in suboptimal results. This is initially anathema to most
engineers and managers, who wish to believe that a known
percentage of the project is complete. Once they experience this
as an agile process, the majority become far less skeptical and
insecure about not constantly computing percentage complete.
(All agile processes are iterative, but not all iterative processes
are agile. A key attribute of an agile process is that each iteration
is time constrained.) Instead, they focus on estimating the remaining risk with each ensuing iteration [13], fully aware that in this
process the resource costs of change are no longer onerous. It has
been my observation that high-performing individuals usually
strive to keep their options open; this flexible approach to decision making and high tolerance for ambiguity/uncertainty is a
key element of their successful performance [14].
How Design Controls Are Implemented

Implementing design controls is less about engineering and
more about project and quality management. Yes, engineers
need to understand the process and understand that they are
responsible for both problem solving and maintaining comprehensive contemporaneous documentation. The information they
create is the primary basis for iteration control. Iteration promotes problem-based learning and inquiry learning (structured
learning driven by project objectives) and is an enabler of flexible decision making. More importantly, engineers and managers need to understand that they should not eschew change
during the development project; quality is ultimately about satisficing the reconciled NWDs of the identified stakeholders and
not just extending component reliability. Identifying new stakeholders or new stakeholder NWDs within each iteration results
in human-centered systems engineering (stakeholders are either
human individuals or human organizations). This human focus
continuously refines what should be built, tends to eliminate
extraneous features and costs, and increases the probability of
acceptance; the five verifications identify errors, while validation activities identify the mismatches between what was agreed
would be built and what was actually built. When this deviation
is sufficiently small, senior management may decide that the
current development iteration will be the final iteration.
When Design Controls Are Implemented

Figure 4 is an example of an innovation standard operating
procedure (ISOP) for regulated medical devices. When the
design controls (in the regulatory sense) are instantiated is a
critical element of the procedure. In this ISOP, they begin after
management approves the project (Gate 1) and before any
commercial design begins. This absolutely includes feasibility
experiments and proofs of concept, whose uncontrolled
designs too often are the basis for future liabilities in commercial products. In this way, no design survives in the commercial product that was not subject to design controls and risk
management. True basic research activities, prior to project
approval, are excluded from design controls, and this is consistent with the regulators’ expectations. However, once an
organization has implemented design controls in one or two
projects, I have found that the members of the project teams
will often just do it as a matter of practice, probably because
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Fig. 4. An ISOP flow diagram for regulated medical devices complying with 21 CFR 820.30 and ISO 13485:2003. It is important
to note that design controls and risk management are instantiated prior to feasibility or proof-of-concept studies. This eliminates the possibility of uncontrolled designs and their associated risks ending up in the final production units.

they learned that this agile process is more forgiving of errors
and more prone to success.
Why Design Controls Have Value

The value of implementing engineering design controls during
development far exceeds mere regulatory compliance.
Design controls, properly implemented as human-centered
systems engineering, have tangible value to stockholders; management; the development team; manufacturing, distribution,
and service (MD&S) personnel; consumers (both purchasers
and end users); and regulators. The central value element is
reduction of risks, including economic risks, technical risks, and
MD&S risks.
Economic risks are reduced by the enormous emphasis on
iterative reassessment of stakeholders, their NWDs, and the discipline of repeated cumulative hazard analyses throughout the
process. These activities clarify and refine the understanding of
the intended uses, users, use environment, and lifetime of the
device. This increases the probability of acceptance of the
product, process, or service by all stakeholders.
Technical risks reduce through a combination of the
following:
ä time-constrained iterations permitting structured learning
ä comprehensive contemporaneous documentation providing efficient traceability and supporting flexible decision
making
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ä realization that the cost of change in this process is

nearly flat from beginning to end of the development
cycle
ä repetition of validation studies in each iteration reducing the incidence of latent failures as described by
Reason [15].
MD&S risks are reduced primarily by overt recognition
of these critical stakeholders early in development (in
essence, concurrent engineering). Secondarily, management of information that permits tracing and appreciating
decisions made during development, long after development ended, further reduces MD&S risks. These two activities reduce the potential for postdevelopment failures
described by Dekker as drift [16]. Figure 5 illustrates how
hazards due to latent failures and drift avoid discovery in
the absence of design controls. Only Hazard 2 in the figure
is reliably detectable by premarket validation. Hazard 1
cannot be reliably detected by premarket validation because
of missing design inputs combined with unverified design
outputs. Hazard 3, the result of unanticipated variations in
manufacturing or maintenance, cannot be reliably detected
by premarket validation or even by periodic postmarket
revalidations. The principle of correct by design, fundamental to the development of high-confidence systems, presupposes effective design controls throughout the full life
cycle (from lust to dust).
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Hazards 1 and 3 Not Accessible by Testing Implementation
Trigger
Hazard 3 Appears Only After
Variations in Manufacturing,
Maintenance, etc.
Hazard 3
Drift
(After [16])

Stakeholder
NWDs
Requirements
(Design Inputs)
Latent Failures
(After [15])

Specifications
(Design Outputs)

Hazard 1
Hazard 1 Appears Only After
a Change in the Specifications

Hazard 2
Implementation
(Version Realization)

Fig. 5. Three different types of hazards are shown. Hazard 2 may be detected with a welldesigned, premarket engineering validation study. Hazards 1 and 2 cannot be detected reliably with premarket validation. Rigorous adherence to design controls will reduce the probability of occurrence of latent hazards [15] and drift [16].

Conclusions

FDA-mandated design controls for medical devices provide
a structured, systematic engineering paradigm that supports
human-centered systems engineering. Engineering design
controls are nothing more than the fundamental elements of
classical systems engineering. The human focus is enabled
through the iterative reidentification of stakeholders, reassessment of their NWDs, and reconciliation of their evolving/conflicting NWDs. The implementation of design
controls and embedded risk management must begin prior to
commercial development to reap the full benefit of the
approach; partial approaches dilute or negate the effectiveness and efficiency of this nearly century-old systems engineering paradigm. Properly employing engineering design
controls is a strategic business decision. The central value of
this proposition is the reduction of economic, technical, and
operational risks for both producers and consumers; regulatory compliance is a secondary benefit. Misuse or abuse of
design controls only undermines long-term profitability and
increases the risks to the consumer.
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